Catherine Conroy
Chairperson
Phone (518) 279-7152
Fax
(518) 268-1690

THE CITY OF

Steven Strichman
Planning Commissioner
Phone (518) 279-7166
Fax
(518) 268-1690

Zoning Board of Appeals
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that the Zoning Board of Appeals of the City of Troy, New York will
conduct a REGULAR PUBLIC HEARING at 6:00 P.M. on Tuesday, July 11 on the 5th Floor of
433 River Street, to act upon the following requests for approvals and appeals from decisions
made by the Bureau of Code Enforcement of the City of Troy.
ZB 2017-031b Louis Emory requests an Amended Area Variance for 560 Congress Street to
allow for a parking deficiency in a B-2 zone.
ZB 2017-43 Louis Emory requests Use and Area Variances for 3, 7, and 9 Brunswick Road
to allow for creation of an oversized parking lot as a primary use, serving 560 Congress Street (a
nearby brewery/brewpub with parking deficiency) in a B-2 zone.
ZB 2017-41 Bow Tie Cinemas LLC requests Area Variances for signage at 1 Monument
Square, in a B-4 zone.
ZB 2017-42 Terry Li requests an Area Variance for 288 Hoosick Street to allow for a
freestanding sign and landscaping deficiencies, related to a proposal to convert a detached 1-unit
residence into a 1-employee property management office and a 3-BR apartment in the HCD
zone.
ZB 2017-44 Stewarts Shops request Area Variances for 110 Hoosick Street, 288 Tenth
Street, and 294 Tenth Street for parking, and several lot characteristics violations related to a
proposal to construct a new facility at 110 Hoosick Street and 294 and relocate a building to 288
Tenth Street.
Additional information regarding the above listed actions is available in the Department of
Planning and Community Development located on the 5th floor of Troy City Hall, 433 River
Street, Troy, New York 12180. Telephone: 279-7152. E-mail: christinehillary@troyny.gov
Office hours are from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. on weekdays.
As required by Americans with Disabilities Act, auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request. Please give one-week advance notice for services needed.
City of Troy Zoning Board of Appeals
Catherine Conroy, Chairperson
Christine C. Hillary, Executive Secretary

City Hall, 433 River Street, Troy, New York 12180
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STAFF REPORT

ZB 2017-31b

ADDRESS:

560 Congress Street

(B-2)

APPLICANT:

Louis Emory, 44 Christie Street, Apartment 1, Troy, NY 12180.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
ZB 2017-031b Louis Emory requests an Amended Area Variance for 560 Congress Street to
allow for a parking deficiency in a B-2 zone.
560 Congress Street is the Mount Ida Community Baptist Church, located on a corner of the
rather busy intersection of Congress Street / Brunswick Road, Brunswick Avenue, and Pawling
Avenue. It is currently for sale.
The applicant wants to make interior renovations; add a 900 square feet addition on the church’s
right (east) side for brewing equipment purposes; and then operate a brewery, brewpub, and
restaurant in the church. The restaurant usage is expected to be ancillary to the brewpub usage,
yet will still offer a diverse array of items, including recipes made specifically for patrons with
allergies to specific foods.
The brewpub and restaurant are expected to have a combined seating capacity of 219 people,
with approximately 10 employees on site at once.
USAGE:
This project needs a Use Variance for a brewery (place in which beer is created) in a B-2 zone,
and a Special Use Permit for a brewpub/tavern (place in which beer is consumed) and a
restaurant in a B2 zone. However, the Zoning Board of Appeals granted this project the
necessary Use Variance and Special Use Permit at its May 2, 2017 meeting. Therefore, no
further Use Variances or Special Use Permits are necessary for 560 Congress Street.
PARKING:
Restaurants require 1 parking space per 2 seats, plus 5 per takeout window.
Taverns require 1.25 spaces per 2 seats.
Since the tavern is considered the primary usage, we will use the tavern criteria instead of the
restaurant criteria.
229/2 = 114.5
219 customers + 10 employees = 229 simultaneous occupants
114.5 * 1.25 spaces = 143.125
143 required parking spaces
The property contains a parking lot which will be configured to fit 12 vehicles. Per ADA
requirements, one of the 12 parking spaces will be van-accessible.

This project is therefore deficient by 131 parking spaces, and thus definitely needs an Area
Variance for Parking.

LOT CHARACTERISTICS:
The property also is in violation of several lot characteristics requirements: maximum lot area,
minimum rear setbacks, and maximum building height.
However, the only major change to the building or lot is a small 900 square foot brewery
equipment addition which will neither affect the aforementioned lot characteristics, nor create
new ones. Other than the brewery addition, the project will only include interior renovations,
landscaping, and parking lot redesign. Therefore, according to § 285-51 (Application of
regulations) Part E, nonconforming lot characteristics are irrelevant.
E. Area requirements such as setbacks, lot coverage, building height, lot area, and lot width
shall be applied to new construction only. Existing structures with or without a change of
use do not have to meet area requirements of the zone district. New construction shall mean
to include increasing the number of dwelling units in any existing building.
Therefore, this project does not need any Area Variances related to lot characteristics.
APPROVALS NEEDED: AREA VARIANCE (Parking deficiency)
Based on the information provided by the applicant there are no other zoning deficiencies or
violations.
SEQRA:
Staff recommends that the Board find this proposal to be an UNLISTED action with sufficient
information available upon which to make a determination that the project is not expected to
cause significant environmental impact.
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STAFF REPORT

ZB 2017-41

ADDRESS: 1 Monument Square (sign)

(B-4)

APPLICANT: Bow Tie Cinemas, LLC, 1530 Broadway, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10036
ZB 2017-41 Bow Tie Cinemas LLC requests Area Variances for signage at 1 Monument
Square, in a B-4 zone.
The project will include 11 signs. This case deals only with the signs, and no other part of the
project.
The applicant needs several area variances for relating to the sign code:
 Excessive height of signs above sidewalks or vehicular ways (§ 285-97.O.2)
 Excessive total on-premises sign area (§ 285-103A)
 Excessive height of projecting signs (§ 285-103.B.2)
 Excessive number of projecting signs
(§ 285-103.C.1)
 Excessive letter size on signs (§ 285-103.F)
APPROVALS NEEDED: AREA VARIANCE (excessive height of signs above sidewalks or
vehicular ways, excessive total on-premises sign area, excessive height of projecting signs,
excessive number of projecting signs, excessive letter size on signs)
AREA VARIANCE
In order to have a project approved that requires that an Area Variance be granted by the Z.B.A.,
all applicants must prove "Practical Difficulty" as it applies to the project.
In making its determination, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall take into consideration the
benefit to the applicant if the area variance is granted, as weighed against the detriment to the
health, safety, and welfare of the neighborhood or community by such grant. In making such
determination the Board shall also consider:
1. Whether an undesirable change will be produced in the character of the neighborhood or a
detriment to nearby properties will be created by the granting of the area variance;
2. Whether the benefit sought by the applicant can be achieved by some method feasible for the
applicant to pursue, other than an area variance;
3. Whether the requested area variance is substantial;
4. Whether the proposed variance will have an adverse effect or impact on the physical or
environmental conditions in the neighborhood or district; and
5. Whether the alleged difficulty was self-created, which consideration shall be relevant to the
decision of the Board of Appeals but shall not necessarily preclude the granting of the area
variance.

Based on the information provided by the applicant there are no other zoning deficiencies or
violations.
SEQRA:
Staff recommends that the Board find this proposal to be an UNLISTED action with sufficient
information available upon which to make a determination that the project is not expected to
cause significant environmental impact.

STAFF REPORT

ZB 2017-43

ADDRESS: 3 Brunswick Road, 7 Brunswick Road, and 9 Brunswick Road

(B-2)

APPLICANT: Louis Emory, 44 Christie Street, Apartment 1, Troy, NY 12180
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
ZB 2017-43 Louis Emory requests Use and Area Variances for 3, 7, and 9 Brunswick Road
to allow for creation of an oversized parking lot as a primary use, serving 560 Congress Street (a
nearby brewery/brewpub with parking deficiency) in a B-2 zone.
Per Section 285-81 of the Zoning Ordinance, parking lots are not allowed as a primary use,
unless they are less than 300 feet of measurable walking distance from the primary site that they
are intended to serve.
Per Section 285-59 of the Zoning Ordinance, maximum lot size is 20,000 square feet. The
proposed project is 22,004 square feet.
REQUEST: USE VARIANCE AND AREA VARIANCE

USE VARIANCE
Authorization by the Z.B.A. that allows a specified use in a zone district including restricted
locations on the lot or within the structure in which the specified use is not allowed by this
ordinance. In order to qualify for a use variance, an appellant must provide evidence for the record
that a legal hardship would occur in the absence of such use variance. The Z.B.A. shall not grant a
Use Variance unless the applicant provides conclusive evidence to prove:
1. That the land, property, structure, or building in question cannot yield a reasonable economic
return if used only for a purpose allowed in the zone; and
2. That the need for the variance was not caused by the applicant; and
3. That the use to be authorized by the variance shall not alter the essential character of the
neighborhood, nor depreciate aesthetic or property values of the locality; and
4. That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances & not to the general conditions in
the neighborhood, which may reflect the unreasonable uses of the zoning ordinance itself.
AREA VARIANCE
In order to have a project approved that requires that an Area Variance be granted by the Z.B.A.,
all applicants must prove "Practical Difficulty" as it applies to the project.
In making its determination, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall take into consideration the
benefit to the applicant if the area variance is granted, as weighed against the detriment to the

health, safety, and welfare of the neighborhood or community by such grant. In making such
determination the Board shall also consider:
1. Whether an undesirable change will be produced in the character of the neighborhood or a
detriment to nearby properties will be created by the granting of the area variance;
2. Whether the benefit sought by the applicant can be achieved by some method feasible for the
applicant to pursue, other than an area variance;
3. Whether the requested area variance is substantial;
4. Whether the proposed variance will have an adverse effect or impact on the physical or
environmental conditions in the neighborhood or district; and
5. Whether the alleged difficulty was self-created, which consideration shall be relevant to the
decision of the Board of Appeals but shall not necessarily preclude the granting of the area
variance.
Based on the information provided by the applicant, there are no other zoning deficiencies or
violations.
SEQRA:
Staff recommends that the Board find this proposal to be an UNLISTED action with sufficient
information available upon which to make a determination that the project is not expected to
cause significant environmental impact.

Proposed Stewart’s Shop Redevelopment
110 Hoosick St, Troy
Application for Area Variances
May 23, 2017
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Spill Incidents Database Search Details
Spill Record

Administrative Information
DEC Region: 4
Spill Number: 9309681

Spill Date/Time

Spill Date: 11/10/1993 Spill Time: 11:45:00 AM
Call Received Date: 11/10/1993 Call Received Time: 11:58:00 AM

Location

Spill Name: STEWARTS HOOSICK ST RT 7
Address: 110 HOOSICK ST RT 7
City: TROY County: Rensselaer

Spill Description

Material Spilled Amount Spilled Resource Affected
gasoline
20 Gal.
Soil
Cause: Unknown
Source: Gasoline Station or other PBS Facility
Waterbody:
PBS #:

Record Close
Date Spill Closed: 11/30/1993
"Date Spill Closed" means the date the spill case was closed by the case
manager in the Department of Environmental Conservation (the Department).
The spill case was closed because either; a) the records and data submitted
indicate that the necessary cleanup and removal actions have been completed
and no further remedial activities are necessary, or b) the case was closed for
administrative reasons (e.g., multiple reports of a single spill consolidated into a
single spill number). The Department however reserves the right to require
additional remedial work in relation to the spill, if in the future it determines that
further action is necessary.
If you have questions about this reported incident, please contact the Regional
Office where the incident occurred.
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I. Phase 1A Literature Search and Sensitivity Assessment
A. Proposed Development at 294 Tenth Street- Project Description
In May of 2017, Hudson Valley Cultural Resource Consultants (HVCRC) was retained by Stewarts Shops to
complete a Phase 1A Literature Search and Sensitivity Assessment of the Proposed Development at 294 Tenth
Street, in the City of Troy, New York. All work was completed in accordance with the Standards for Cultural
Resource Investigations and the Curation of Archeological Collections published by the New York
Archeological Council (NYAC) and recommended for use by New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and
Historic Preservation (OPRHP). This report complies with New York State ORPHP’s Phase 1 Archaeological
Report Format Requirements, established in 2005.
The Proposed Development at 294 Tenth Street (hereafter “the project area”) is bounded to the west by Tenth
Street, and to the east by a lightly forested area. To the north the project area is bounded by and existing
Stewarts Shop and Gas station and to the south by residential properties. The project area includes a residential
three story Italianate Brick structure (294 Tenth St.). Subsurface infrastructure as well as sidewalks are located
along the western boundary and parking areas adjacent to the southern boundary of the property.
The project area encompasses ±0.10 acres of developed lands within an urban residential and commercial
environment. A site visit was made on May 16, 2017 to examine the existing conditions of the site, photograph
the existing structures within and adjacent to the project area boundaries and identify areas of prior disturbance.
The nature of the built environment, in addition to surface features such as sidewalks, includes subsurface
waterlines and other buried infrastructure. The visual inspection of the existing conditions confirms that the
entirety of the project area has experienced prior disturbance associated with the construction of the late 19th
century dwelling and rear patio, the renovations of the adjacent building at 288 Tenth Street, and the
construction of parking areas and sidewalks.
The proposed undertaking involves the expansion of the Stewarts Shop located to the north of the project area,
and the demolition of the structure located at 288 Tenth Street. The proposed plan includes the retention of
the brick Italianate building (294 Tenth Street), and its relocation one lot to the south, to 288 Tenth Street.
The structure located at 294 Tenth Street is a three story Italianate style building, constructed in 1891 as a
residential apartments. Little to no alteration has been made to the building, and it maintains many of its period
architectural elements. This structure is potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
under Criterion C (Architectural Significance) as the Italianate architectural style was used frequently in the
urban residential development of the City of Troy in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. A number of the
structures included in the nearby Fifth Avenue Historic District are residential structures of similar style and
condition.
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Project Area

Figure 1: Detail of the 2016 USGS Topographical Map. Troy South Quadrangle. 7.5 Minute Series.
(Source: USGS.gov.) Scale: 1”=600’.
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Photo 1: The project area currently contains a two story Italianate structure with a basement. View to the
east.

Photo 2: View to the south of the project area from the western side of Tenth Street.
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Photo 3: View to the northeast of the project area from the southwestern corner of the site.

Photo 4: View to the east of the rear yard of 294 Tenth Street. The Sanborn Maps indicate that this area was
occupied by concrete garages in the mid-20th century.
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Photo 5: The rear yard of 294 Tenth Street has been dug out to create a backyard patio and outdoor kitchen.
View to the northeast.

Photo 6: View to the north of the northern boundary of the project area. The back patio has been dug into
the surrounding landscape.
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B: Environmental Conditions
The landscape within the project area consists of residential yards on urban lots. As previously stated, the
project area contains subsurface infrastructure associated with the residences, and is bounded by a small
wooded area to the east. Along Tenth Street, the elevation is 120’ (36.5 m) Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL) to
and rises to 130’ (39.6 m) AMSL at the eastern boundary of the site.

Ecology
The project area lies in a vegetation zone where the Northern Hardwood Forest Zone meets the Appalachian
Oak Forest Zone. In the Northern Hardwood Forest Zone, sugar maple, birch, beech and hemlock are the
predominant trees (Bailey 1995).

Soils
The soils within the project area consist of well drained silt loams on steep slopes (Natural Resources
Conservation Service, 2014). The mixed nature of the soil units within the soil complex lowers the potential
for the site to contain intact historic or prehistoric cultural deposits. The soils within the project area are
reported to contain a high density of channery and rock.
Table 1: Soil Unit Descriptions (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2014)
Map Unit
Symbol

NrD

Map Unit
Name

Soil Horizons & Texture

Slope

Drainage

Landform

Nassau-Rock
outcrop complex

H1 - 0 to 7 inches: very
channery silt loam
H2 - 7 to 15 inches: very
channery loam
H3 - 15 to 19 inches:
unweathered bedrock

25 to 35%

Somewhat
excessively
drained

Benches, ridges,
till plains
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Project Area

Figure 2: Aerial Image showing soil units within the project area. (Source: National Resources Conservation
Service.) Scale: 1”=110’.
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Geology
The project area is located within the Hudson-Mohawk Lowlands physiographic province, bounded by the
Appalachian plateau to the south, the Adirondack Highlands to the north and the Taconic Mountains to the
east. The site is situated on the slope that forms the valley wall that bounds the valley floor of the Hudson
River. This slope rises to the east. The project area is located on a high terrace a short distance from the
Hudson, which slopes away to the west.
The Hudson Mohawk lowlands are underlain by bedrock of Ordovician origin (Isachsen 2000). Most of the
City of Troy is underlain by Snake Hill Shale, but there are small areas, mostly in the southern portion of the
province, that are underlain by Normanskill formations that have over thrust these the younger shale beds.
Troy and the neighboring city of Albany sit in a glacial trough, a U shaped valley formed by glacial action. The
floor of the valley is covered by varying amounts of glacial till, of Wisconsinan age, with an upper elevation of
20’ Above Mean Sea Level. The surrounding uplands are wide flat expanses of glaciated plains, covered by
sands deposited at the end of the Pleistocene.
The landscape has been altered in the general vicinity of the project area through extensive 19th century industry
and late 19th and early 20th century development. In the late 19th century, the landscape to the north of Hoosic
Street was dug out as part of a Brickyard operation. To the east of the project, Troy plaza is located on an
artificially leveled terrace, with slopes descending steeply to the project area.

Drainage
There are no wetland areas or other bodies of water identified within or adjacent to the project area boundaries.
The project area is located approximately 2100 feet from the Hudson River.
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Photo 7: View to the south along Tenth Street from the project area.

Photo 8: View to the northeast from Tenth Street and the project area. The project area is bounded to the
north by an existing Stewarts Shops.
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Photo 9: View of 288 Tenth Street, located south of the project area. This structure was built in 1890, and
subsequently extensively renovated. View to the west.

Photo 10: View to the north of the rear yard of the project area. A fence divides the project area from the
adjacent Stewarts property.
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C: Recorded Archaeological Sites and Surveys
To gather information on the history and prehistory of the Project Area and the surrounding region, HVCRC
consulted historical documents and maps available at the Library of Congress, David Rumsey Cartography
Associates, the Albany Library and the New York Public Library. HVCRC reviewed the combined site files of
the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation (OPRHP) and the New York State
Museum (NYSM) for information regarding previously recorded archeological sites within one mile (1.6 km)
of Project Area. HVCRC also consulted OPRHP and regional prehistoric sources (e.g. Beauchamp 1900;
Parker 1920; Ritchie 1980; Ritchie and Funk 1973) for descriptions of regional archeological sites. In addition,
HVCRC consulted the files at the OPRHP for information regarding cultural resources listed on the State
and/or National Register of Historic Places (S/NRHP) within one half mile of the Project Area.

Previously Recorded Archaeological Sites
A total of 19 archaeological sites have been recorded within a one mile radius of the project area. Several of
these sites are Map Documented Structures (MDS) that have been demolished during the evolution of the built
environment through the 20th century in Troy. With the exception of three locations, the remaining 16 site
locations identified represent historic features that have been documented during professional surveys. These
sites are listed in tabular form in Appendix A (Table 2). None of these identified locations will be impacted by
the proposed project.
No previously documented pre-contact sites were identified within or adjacent to the boundaries of the project
area. Although some archaeological sites have been located in the general vicinity of the project area, relatively
few pre-contact archeological sites have been identified within the City of Troy. Native American sites have
been identified to the north and south of the project area along the banks of the Hudson River, as well as to
the west in the City of Albany. Within the City of Troy, only a single pre-contact site is reported, however the
information refers to an old NYSM site form with no information. Small resource procurement sites would be
expected to occur along some of the tributaries that drain into the Hudson River, however, due the level of
development that took place in the City of Troy in the 18th and 19th centuries, including the channelization
and redirection of the natural water courses, it is unlikely that prehistoric sites remain in-situ, despite a welldocumented Native American presence.

Previously Completed Archaeological Surveys
As part of the research for this project area, surveys completed for sites in the general area were consulted,
identifying a total of nine archaeological surveys completed within a one mile radius of the project area. These
surveys were completed for the replacement or addition of buried infrastructure and the redevelopment of
portions of city blocks. These surveys have been listed in tabular form in Appendix A (Table 3). Almost
without exception, these surveys did not identify any archaeological resources requiring further work at the
level of a Phase 2 Archaeological investigation or a Data Mitigation.
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D: Historic Context
The following discussion of historic and cartographic research provides information concerning the likelihood
of encountering Map Documented Structures (MDS) and other intact historic cultural resources within the
boundaries of the project area.

Pre-Contact Site Research
The Capital Region has been inhabited by pre-contact cultures for at least 11,000 years. Hunter gatherer peoples
were the first to populate the region in the paleo period between 11,000 and 10,000 BP. These bands exploited
the resources of the landscape by hunting game and gathering plants. A Paleo-Indian period occupation of the
Champlain Sea beaches has been suggested for the upper Champlain Valley based on discoveries of Parkhill
fluted points, documented by Ritchie at the Davis site which is located near Crown Point (Ritchie 1965).
Subsistence patterns in this period revolved primarily around hunting. It is believed that the native people
moved seasonally along major river valleys, keeping to the elevated terraces, as water levels were higher at this
time.
With the lowering of the water table during the Archaic period, subsistence methods and technologies changed
in response to climatic warming. Changes in the Hudson River Valley centered around mobile groups who
relied on small game, fish and gathered plants. Archaeological sites along the Susquehanna that date to this
period have yielded net sinkers, bone harpoons and fishhooks. Throughout the Archaic and into the Early
Woodland, people created large base camps in the major river valleys and lake basins. Sites associated with the
Archaic period reflect a change in settlement and subsistence patterns which reflect an increased focus on
coastal and riverine resources. Ground stone food processing tools are more common, reflecting an increase
in processed plant resources in the diet. Projectile points commonly found at Late Archaic sites include narrow
stemmed, broad stemmed and side notched types. The Laurentian Tradition of the Late Archaic is the most
represented throughout New York State, and subdivided into a series of phases: Vergennes, Vosburg, Sylvan
Lake, River and Snook Kill.
The Woodland Period is defined by the widespread shift toward agriculture, along with the associated sedentism
necessary for agricultural pursuits. With the increased sedentism, permanent villages were established along
the major waterways. The soil and water requirements for the cultivation of maize, beans and squash created
a marked change in the pattern of land use and the selection of locations for villages, with a focus on the need
for defense.
The project area is located within the traditional territory of the Mohican Nation. Prior to European contact
the Mohican territory stretched from the Berkshire Mountains of Western Massachusetts to the present day
city of Schenectady (Dunn 1994). In the early 17th century, during the Mohawk and Mohican wars, much of
this territory passed to the Mohawk nation. During the latter portion of the 17th century, several Mohican
Villages and stockades were located within the Troy area. However, Native American villages frequently
moved, making the exact identification of their locations impossible to determine.
During the early portion of the 20th century, New York State Archaeologist A.C Parker reported an extensive
Native American population concentrated along the banks of the Hudson and Hoosick Rivers. The exact
locations for many of these sites were never clearly documented. Numerous village sites, fortified towns and
large camps were reported in the region, indicating an extensive occupation, particularly during the late Precontact and early contact periods. Almost no sites were reported in the upland regions in central and eastern
Rensselaer County. In the upland region in Brunswick, Parker reported a single campsite.
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Historic Background
The original patent for the city of Troy was given in 1667 by the government of Holland to the Vanderheyden
family. This family held exclusive rights the land until 1787 when they began to lease lots, while still retaining
an annual ground rent. The village of Troy was established on April 2, 1801 and incorporated into a city in
April 12, 1816 (French 1860). The location of Troy near the confluence of the Mohawk and Hudson Rivers
and at the end points of the Erie and Champlain Canals allowed the City to become important in transportation
and manufacturing. The population of the city grew rapidly. In 1787 there were three or four buildings in the
area of Troy. By 1824 that number had risen to 991. These included stores and other buildings, many of them
constructed of brick. Much of this early growth occurred along the banks of the Hudson River, however, by
1824 the City had begun to expand eastward up the hills and away from the river (French 1860).
The 19th century saw the establishment of the railroad, canals and trolley lines throughout the city. The Erie
Canal connected the Hudson River to points north and west, while the railroad expanded markets throughout
the states and territories. The completion and opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 marked a turning point in
Troy’s economic development. The population grew significantly as the trade in lumber and grain expanded
and diversified. Brickyards, as well as cement factories, mines and other industries were established along the
banks of the Hudson River, utilizing the canal to ship their goods north and west to Ohio. In addition to major
economic growth, the 19th century also saw significant population growth from 50,000 at the mid-century mark
to over 100,000 by the close of the century (Berger 2006).
During the second half of the nineteenth century, expansion and development projects were conducted on the
canal system to accommodate larger boats and improve navigation to attempt to compete with the railroads.
Industrial development that had begun in the late nineteenth century expanded even more in the twentieth
century, with access to inexpensive and abundant electric power made available by the canal system dams and
by hydroelectric facilities constructed on tributaries of the Hudson River. Concrete, munitions, automobile
parts, and electronics plants were constructed in the region, and paper mills flourished. Just as the railroads
had taken much of the freight business from the canals in the nineteenth century, improved road networks and
the development of tractor-trailer trucks eventually captured much of the late twentieth century freight
business. The Thruway system, including the Adirondack Northway parallel to the upper Hudson River,
allowed many industries to locate away from the river, and combined with shifts in housing toward the suburbs,
this resulted in a decline in the core areas of many of the older cities along the Hudson River (French 1860).
Throughout the early 19th century, the population of Troy was dominated by the Dutch and English, however,
by the close of the century, the immigration of Irish, German, Polish and Italians contributed significantly to
the population base. Agriculture played a significant role in the 19th century, with a focus on cereal grains and
hay. Lumber became a significant commodity. Mills were located along the Wynantskill and Poentskill. With
the local landscape nearly entirely deforested, timber harvesting moved well to the north in Schenectady County
however, the mills in Tory flourished well in the late 19th century (Weise 1891).
The 20th century saw the City evolving into a partitioned community, with certain districts dominated by
commercial, residential or manufacturing services. Banks and law offices and other professional services were
proliferating along with the growing population. Manufacturing enterprises of the 19th century included iron
foundries, distilleries, breweries, lumber yards, agricultural machinery and household goods. Distinct
neighborhoods forming primarily residential or commercial districts emerged, characterizing the downtown
area of Troy as primarily commercial and industrial in nature (Weise 1891).
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Cartographic Research
HVCRC examined historical maps of Rensselaer County to identify possible structures, previous road
alignments and other landscape features or alterations that could affect the likelihood that archeological and/or
historic resources could be located within the Project Area. These maps are included in this report, with the
boundaries of the Project Area superimposed. Nineteenth century maps frequently lack the accuracy of location
and scale present in modern surveys. As a result of this common level of inaccuracy on the historic maps, the
location of the project area is drafted relative to the roads, structures, and other features as they are drawn, and
should be regarded as approximate.
The historic maps included in this report depict the sequence of road construction and settlement/development
in the vicinity of the Project Area. In the City of Troy, early development took place near the docks and on
the elevated terraces overlooking the Hudson River. The early maps also depict the changing shoreline along
the southeastern bank of the River.
This report does not include all the historic maps available for the City of Troy, but rather includes those that
show the changes that have taken place within the project area and the general vicinity. They identify the dates
of construction of the buildings within the project area as well as the former landowners.
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Figure 3: 1845 Beers, S.A. Troy, N.Y., from actual survey. Scale: 1”=440’. (Source: New York Public Library)
The 1845 Troy, N.Y., from actual survey surveyed by S.A. Beers shows the division of housing lots within some of
the Troy city blocks. This map shows the alignment of Tenth Street on the western side of the project area.
The individual lots are not defined within the vicinity of the project area, nor are any structures shown within
the vicinity of the project area.
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Project Area

Figure 4: 1858 William Barton. Map City of Troy, N.Y.: from actual surveys. Scale: 1”=170’. (Source: Library of
Congress)
In 1858 Barton published the Map of the City of Troy (Figure 7) for the Clerk’s Office of the District Court for
the Northern District of New York. On this map, structures are shown to the north of the project area, fronting
along Tenth Street. The central and southern portions of the block have been divided into individual lots, but
no structures are shown. On this map 294 Tenth Street is shown as lot number 2.
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Project Area

Figure 5: 1881 G.M. Hopkins. Map of the City of Troy. Scale: 1”=140’. (Source; New York Public Library)
The Map of City of Troy published in 1881 by G.M. Hopkins is the first map that depicts the structures within
the project area. (Figure 8) A single story wood frame building is located in the eastern portion of Lot 2 (294
Tenth Street). This map indicates that waterlines and sewer lines have been established in the City of Troy.
Fire hydrants are located on the western side of Tenth Street and a well is located to the south of the project
area along the eastern side of Tenth Street. South of the project area, a stone culvert encloses a water course
which is utilized as a sewer line. Landowner information for the structure within Lot 2 is not indicated. To
the north of the project area is the Isengart Beer Brewery, constructed with a mix of brick and wood frame
structures.
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Project Area

Figure 6: 1891 F.W. Beers. Map of the Hudson River, New York City to Troy. Scale: 1”=685’. (Source; David
Rumsey)
The Map of the Hudson River, New York City to Troy, published in 1891 by F.W. Beers does not show the individual
lots or structures within the project area. The map shows a large brickyard to the north of Hoosic Street and
on the eastern side of Twelfth Street.
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In addition to the historic map, the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (hereafter “Sanborn Maps”) were examined
to identify the former location of structures within the project area. While the Sanborn Maps do not show
landowner information, they show the locations of structures, outbuildings and any other features that may
have existed within the project area. The relevant Sanborn Maps have been included this report.

Project Area

Figure 7: 1885 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map showing the project area. Scale: 1”=100’. (Source: Sanborn
Library)
The 1885 Sanborn map shows a two-story brick structure at 294 Tenth Street. This structure is shown with
windows on the northern and southern sides of the building, and a doorway opening and steps down to Tenth
Street. To the north of the project area are the Isengart and Voight Lager Bier Brewery. The buildings
associated with the operations of the brewery abut the property boundary. To the south of the project area are
two structures located at 288 Tenth Street. These two story wood frame buildings are set back from the street.
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Project Area

Figure 8: 1903 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map showing the project area. Scale: 1”=110’. (Source: Sanborn
Library)
This map shows that the Isengart Brewing Company is located to the north of the project. The structure at
294 Tenth Street is depicted as Flats (apartments). This map indicates that the structure within the project area
has a basement. Adjacent to the rear lot and on the north side of the project area are coal sheds, barns and a
hen house associated with the brewery. To the south of the project area are the two, two story wood frame
structures. On this map, the western most building (288 Tenth Street) is shown closer to the street.
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Project Area

Figure 9: 1951 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map showing the project area. Scale: 1”=110’. (Source: Sanborn
Library)
By 1951 many changes have taken place within the vicinity of the project area. Within the project area two
concrete garages have been added adjacent to the residential structure at 294 Tenth Street. Two small wooden
sheds are located adjacent to the concrete garages. Further to the south, the dwelling located at 288 Tenth
Street has been extensively renovated, and contains porches on the western and eastern side of the building. A
series of shed and garages have been constructed to the east of this dwelling. To the north of the project area,
the brewery is now shown as a filling station. The structures associated with the brewery have been removed.
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Project Area

Figure 10: 1971 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map showing the project area. Scale: 1”=110’. (Source: Sanborn
Library)
By 1971 no discernable changes have taken place within the vicinity of the project area. The two story brick
structure is located at 294 Tenth Street. The garages are located to the southeast of the structure.
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Aerial Review
To track the evolution of the structures within the project area, a series of aerial images have been examined
and are included in this report.

Project Area

Figure 11: 2004 USGS Aerial Image. Albany NY. (Source: Earth Explorer) Scale: 1”=110’.
The 2004 aerial image shows that a rear patio has been constructed to the east of the residential structure. This
structure is constructed of brick, and is built into the landscape. The garages and outbuilding shown on the
previous maps are no longer present within the boundaries of the project area.
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E: National Register Eligible/Listed Sites
The National Register Database and OPRHP files were reviewed to identify structures on or in the vicinity of
the project area that have been listed on the National Register of Historic Places or identified as National
Register Eligible. There are 13 National Register Listed properties and six National Register Listed Districts
located within a one half mile radius of the project area. A total of 106 National Register Eligible (NRE)
structures are located within one half mile of the project area. These sites are listed in tabular form in Appendix
A (Table 3).
Directly across Hoosic Street, north of the project area is the Esek Bussey Firehouse. The fire house was built
between 1891 and 1892, in response to the residential expansion of Troy, East of 8th Street. This structure is
a two story brick building, designed by H. P. Fielding.
To the west of the Firehouse is the Oakwood Avenue Presbyterian Church. This structure is significant as a
distinctive intact example of late nineteenth century Protestant ecclesiastical architecture, and for its association
with the growth of the Presbyterian Church in the city of Troy.
The Kate Mullany House is located on the eastern side of 8th street, northwest of the project area. The structure
is typical in design and construction of most urban working class residential buildings of the mid-nineteenth
century, and it exemplifies the house ownership opportunities for the working class immigrants that built
American industry and populated American cities.
The additional ten National Register Building sites are not located in close proximity to 294 Tenth Street. These
properties are listed in Appendix A. A total of six Historic Districts are located within a one-half mile of the
project area. These districts represent the industrial and residential expansion of the City of Troy during the
19th and 20th centuries. These districts are located one half mile or more to the northwest and southwest of the
project area.
As part of the proposed undertaking, nearby buildings were carefully assessed. No National Register Eligible
or listed structures will be impacted by the proposed project.
The structure located at 294 Tenth Street is a three story Italianate style building constructed in 1891 as a
residential structure. Little to no renovation has taken place to the building and it maintains many of its period
architectural elements. This structure is potentially eligible for listing on the National Register under Criterion
C (Architectural Significance) as the Italianate style of its construction was frequently used in the urban
residential development of the City of Troy in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. A number of the structures
included in the nearby Fifth Avenue Historic District and the Central Troy Historic District are residential
structures of similar style and condition.
The relocation of the structure to the south is not considered to have an adverse effect on the visual effect of
the neighborhood. Furthermore the extensive disturbances to the rear yard of the property have removed any
historic archaeological integrity in this area. The relocation and preservation of the building will mitigate any
adverse direct effects to the National Register Eligibility of the structure by the proposed undertaking.
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Photo 11: View northwest from the backyard patio toward the existing residence.

Photo 12: View north toward the existing Stewarts Shops from the boundary of the project area.
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Photo 13: Subsurface infrastructure is located adjacent to the structure at 294 Tenth Street.

Photo 14: View to the north of the existing apartment building at 294 Tenth Street.
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F: Assessment of Sensitivity for Cultural Resources
Prehistoric Sensitivity
The banks of the Hudson River were populated by prehistoric peoples for millennia, making this landscape
highly sensitive for prehistoric cultural resources. The project area is located west of the Hudson River in an
area with a rich documented history of Native American occupation. Only three Native American sites have
been identified within a mile of the project area boundaries, two of which are located on Green Island in the
Hudson River. These factors would normally indicate that the project area is highly sensitive for prehistoric
cultural resources, however, the landscape within the project area has experienced a significant amount of
development associated with the structures that existed within the project area through the 19th and 20th
centuries. The profound disturbance on the site has eliminated the stratigraphic integrity, and it is the opinion
of HVCRC that it is highly unlikely that the stratigraphy within the boundaries of the project area will yield
intact Native American cultural material. Therefore the potential for the site to yield pre-contact sites, is
considered to be low.
Historic Sensitivity
Numerous historic sites have been identified within one mile of the project area, however none of these sites
will be impacted by the proposed project. There is a single Map Documented Structure (MDS) located within
the boundaries of the project area that dates to the late-19th century. The historic maps indicate that at the
time the building was constructed, water lines and sewer had been installed within the vicinity of Hoosic Street
and Tenth Street. The rear yard was dug out in the late 20th century to construct a patio and outdoor kitchen.
The side yard of the building had concrete garages and a served as a drive way during the early 20th century.
These structures had been removed by the 1970s. The disturbance to the rear yard, combined with the presence
of an existing sewer reduce the potential for 19th century residential occupation period shaft features (i.e.
privies, cisterns, basements etc.) to be present. Based on this assessment, the historic potential of the site is
considered to be low.
G: Summary and Recommendations
In May of 2017, Hudson Valley Cultural Resource Consultants completed a Phase 1A Literature Search and
Sensitivity Assessment for the Proposed Development of 294 Tenth Street, Albany, New York. The results of
the literature search indicate that the lands within the project area were occupied from the early 19th century
to the late 20th century. Based on the information identified in this report, significant disturbance has occurred
on the project area, and the site lacks archaeological integrity associated with the 19th century deposits. It is
therefore the recommendation of HVCRC that no further archaeological investigations are warranted for 294
Tenth Street.
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Appendix A: Results of Site File Search

USN
144.000018
8340.000007
8340.000008
8340.000064
8340.000065
8340.001073
8340.001693
8340.00171
8340.001711
8340.001713
8340.001715
8340.001733
8340.001734
8340.001735
8340.002181
8340.002182
NYSM 2795
NYSM 9023
NYSM 8358

Name
Green Island Burial Site
Site of the 1st Commercial Laundry in the US
Site of First Detachable Collar Factory
B&M RR
Vanderhyeden
Samuel Uncle Sam" Wilson's House ruins"
College Ave Historic Archaeolgoical District
191 4th street pottery site
187-189 4th street pottery site
163 5th st(now 1479 5th ave.) pottery site
'Troy Pottery' Site
Kate Mullany House Historic Site
Former 176-180 Congress Street Historic deposits
Former 151 Ferry Street Historic deposits
Oakwood Avenue Presbyterian Church
City Station East Historical Site
No Info
No Info
No Info

Site Type
19th century bridge, reported location of Pre-contact burials
MDS of the first laundry in US, currently a business
MDS of the collar factory currently a business
ruins of a 19th century railroad bridge
MDS, destroyed
19th century ruins and shaft features of historic house
Row of 19th century houses with associated shaft features
Early 19th century potter manufacture
Early 19th century potter manufacture
Early 19th century potter manufacture
Stoneware manufacture dating to 1799
Late 19th century domestic site, with shaft features.
19th century deposits, destroyed during road construction
19th century deposits, destroyed during road construction
National Register Site, of Historic Church
Mid 19th century ruins
Camp near Watervliet Arsenal
Greene Island Projectile Point
old 1920 NYSM site form

Status
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Listed
Undetermined
Undetermined
Listed
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
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Name
Phase IA Archaeological Sensitivity Assessment and Phase IB
Archaeological Field Investigation Troy Bike Path City of Troy
Rensselaer County, NY (HAA1435)

Phase IA Literature Review, Congress Street from Eleventh Street to
Pawling Avenue, City of Troy, Rensselaer County, New York
Phase IB Letter Report for Area 2, Congress Street Reconstruction
Project from 11th Street to Pawling Avenue (PIN 1753.39) The
Proposed Overlook Structure, City of Troy, Rensselaer Co
Phase IA, Rensselaer Athletic Village, Peoples Avenue, Detroit
Avenue, and Sunset Terrace, City of Troy, Rensselaer County, New
York

Description
Author
Two test trenches were completed as part of the
investigation of the proposed bike path. No additional
work was recommended.
Hartgen, 2000
Background research and architectural survey of the linear
corridor from Congress street to 11th street, identified
areas of archaoelogical potential. A phase 1B investigateed
6 ares identified by the Phase 1A, and concluded that Area Hartgen, 2002
2 should be avoided. No additional work was
recommended.
Hartgen, 2003
Investigation of 40 acres for the Troy Athletic fields. Due
to the level of 20th century development within the proejct
site, no additional work was recommended.

Hartgen, 2006

The Phase 1A investigated areas for the propsoed HydroPhase IA Literature Review and Archaeological Sensitivity
Assessment, Green Island Hydroelectric Facility (FERC #13), Village Electrical facility and determined that a Phase 1B was
warranted for the project area.
of Green Island, Albany County, New York.

Hudson Mohawk
Consultants, 2006

Phase 1a/1B archaeolgicla investigations were completed
on identified shaft features, located in the rear of the lot.
Phase I Archeological Investigation, Proposed Kate Mullany Park,
Kate Mullany House National Historic Site, (98NR01334), 350 Eighth The survey identifed deposits dating to the late 19th
century. No further work was recommended.
Street, City of Troy, Rensselaer Co, NY

Hartgen, 2008

Underwater Archaeological Report - Unanticipated Discoveries of
Submerged Cultural Objects, June-November 2011. Burlington, NJ:
URS Corporation, 3/2012

This survey reviewed isolated historic objects, recovered
from the marine survey, that were dumped or lost in the
River. It is expected that such isolated objects will continue
to be recovered during the dredge operations.
URS 2011
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Name
Archaeological Resources Assessment Report for Phase 1 Dredge
Areas, Hudson River PCBs Superfund Site

Description

Author

This report is one of the products resulting from
implementation of the Cultural and Archaeological
Resources Assessment (CARA) Work Plan for the Hudson
River PCBs Superfund Site (URS 2003). The CARA Work
Plan was developed and is being implemented to ensure
that such resources are treated appropriately in the design
and implementation of the Remedial Action.
URS, 2017
Report for Archeological Potential, SEQR Part 1A, Super Shop Save, Phase 1A Report for the porposed Hannaford Store, a
Phase 1B survey was recommended for locations of
Hannaford Bros. Co., Congress & Ferry Street, City of Troy,
historic and pre-contact sensitivity.
Rensselaer County, New York

Hartgen, 1987
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USN

Name
8340.000022 St. Peters Church - 2300 Fifth Ave

Status
Eligible

8340.000125 Beman Park No.9 Fire Station Peoples Ave
8340.00013 Cluett Peabody and Co- 433 River St
8340.000131 Standard Furniture - 547 River St
8340.000138 MarvinNeitzel - River ST
8340.00108 82 King Street
8340.001086 St. Peters Convent - 2331 Fifth Ave
8340.001123 Seton - 2423 Fifth Ave
8340.001566 2319 Fifth Ave
8340.001567 2323 Fifth Ave
8340.001568 2320 Fifth Ave
8340.001569 2322 Fifth Ave
8340.00157 2324 Fifth Ave
8340.001571 2328 Fifth Ave
8340.001572 2332 Fifth Ave
8340.001573 2336 Fifth Ave
8340.001574 116 Earl St

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

8340.00173 St. Peter's Academy (1884) - 2335 Fifth Ave
8340.001745 2900 Sixth Ave
8340.001746 2901-03 Sixth Ave
8340.001747 2902 Sixth Ave
8340.001748 2904 Sixth Ave
8340.001886 2327 Sixteenth St
8340.001887 2329 Sixteenth St
8340.001888 2331 Sixteenth St
8340.001889 2341 Sixteenth St
8340.00189 2324 Sixteenth St
8340.001891 2330 Sixteenth St
8340.001892 2332 Sixteenth St
8340.001893 2342 Sixteenth St
8340.001894 2129 Fifth Ave
8340.001895 2133 Fifth Ave
8340.001896 2134 Fifth Ave
8340.001897 2135 Fifth Ave
8340.001898 2136 Fifth Ave
8340.001899 2139 Fifth Ave
8340.0019 2140 Fifth Ave
8340.001901 2141 Fifth Ave
8340.001902 2142 Fifth Ave
8340.001903 2143 Fifth Ave
8340.001904 2145 Fifth Ave
8340.001905 2148 Fifth Ave
8340.001906 2152 Fifth Ave

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
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8340.001907 2154 Fifth Ave
8340.001908 2156 Fifth Ave
8340.001909 2164 Fifth Ave
8340.00191 Bethel Baptist Church - 2165 Fifth Ave
8340.001911 2167 Fifth Ave
8340.001912 2168 Fifth Ave
8340.001913 2169 Fifth Ave
8340.001914 2171 Fifth Ave
8340.001915 2174 Fifth Ave
8340.001916 2180 Fifth Ave
8340.001917 2182 Fifth Ave
8340.001918 2184 Fifth Ave
Bethlehem Temple Church (N 2nd St ME Church)
8340.001919 DEMOLISHED - 2200 Fifth Ave
8340.00192 2209 Fifth Ave
8340.001921 2210 Fifth Ave
8340.001922 2211 Fifth Ave
8340.001923 2213 Fifth Ave
8340.001924 2215 Fifth Ave
8340.001925 2217 Fifth Ave
8340.001926 2220 Fifth Ave
8340.001927 2222 Fifth Ave
8340.001928 2223 Fifth Ave
8340.001929 2224 Fifth Ave
8340.00193 2226 Fifth Ave
8340.001931 2227 Fifth Ave
8340.001932 2228 Fifth Ave
8340.001933 2230 Fifth Ave
8340.001934 2231 Fifth Ave
8340.001935 2232 Fifth Ave
8340.001936 2234 Fifth Ave
8340.001937 2237-39 Fifth Ave
8340.001938 2243 Fifth Ave
8340.001939 2247 Fifth Ave
8340.00194 2249 Fifth Ave
8340.001941 2251 Fifth Ave
8340.001942 2255 Fifth Ave
8340.001943 2256 Fifth Ave
8340.001944 2259 Fifth Ave
8340.001945 2260 Fifth Ave
8340.001946 2263 Fifth Ave
8340.001947 2264 Fifth Ave
8340.001948 2265 Fifth Ave
8340.001949 2267 Fifth Ave
8340.00195 2271 Fifth Ave
8340.001951 2275 Fifth Ave
8340.001952 2276 Fifth Ave

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
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8340.001953 2277-79 Fifth Ave
8340.001954 2280 Fifth Ave
8340.001955 2281 Fifth Ave
8340.001956 2282-88 Fifth Ave
8340.001957 2287 Fifth Ave
8340.001958 2295-99 Fifth Ave
8340.001959 St. Peter's Hall - 2301 Fifth Ave
8340.00196 St. Peter's Rectory - 2310 Fifth Ave
8340.001961 2316 Fifth Ave
8340.001962 2333 Fifth Ave
8340.001963 2337 Fifth Ave
8340.001964 2339 Fifth Ave
8340.001965 2347 Fifth Ave
8340.001966 2350 Fifth Ave
8340.001967 2353 Fifth Ave
8340.001968 2357 Fifth Ave
8340.002183 commercial, 1860s - 2 King St
CHURCH OF THE HOLY CROSS - 136 EIGHTH
8340.000052 ST
WILBUR CAMPBELL AND STEPHENS CO
8340.000132 MOORADIANS INC - 599 RIVER ST
8340.000133 KELLY CLOTHES - 621 RIVER ST

Listed
Listed

8340.000134 AMERICAN SEAL MFG CO - 669 RIVER ST
8340.00095 403 RIVER ST
8340.000951 405-407 RIVER ST
8340.000952 409-415 RIVER ST
8340.000953 417-419 RIVER ST
8340.000954 421-423 RIVER ST
8340.000955 425 RIVER ST
8340.000956 427 RIVER ST
8340.000957 429 RIVER ST
8340.000958 420 RIVER ST
8340.000959 422 RIVER ST
8340.00096 424 RIVER ST
8340.000961 426 RIVER ST
8340.000962 428-430 RIVER ST

Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed

8340.000964 ESEK BUSSEY FIREHOUSE - 302 TENTH ST

Listed

8340.001555 MULLANY, KATE, HOUSE - 350 EIGHTH ST

Listed

8340.002191 Troy Waste Manufacturing Co - 444 River St 12180

Listed

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Listed
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Appendix F:
Design Alternatives Considered

Appendix G:
Opinion of Upstate Appraisal Services

REAL ESTATE CONSULTING SERVICES
Stewart’s Shop – Hoosick and 10th
110 Hoosick Street
City of Troy
Rensselaer County, New York

PREPARED FOR

Mr. Chuck Marshall, FE/MPA
Real Estate Representative
Stewart’s Shops Corp.
P.O. Box 435
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

PROPERTY RIGHTS EVALUATED

Market Value of the Fee Simple Estate
As of: May 17, 2017

PREPARED BY

Neil Cherkosly
Certified General Appraiser
License #46-13506

FILE NO:
17-C037

UPSTATE

APPRAISAL

1A VOSBURGH RD.
MECHANICVILLE, NY 12118

SERVICES,

INC.

PHONE: (518) 383-7800
EMAIL: neil@upstateappraisal.net

May 19, 2017
Mr. Chuck Marshall FE/MPA
Real Estate Representative
Stewart’s Shops Corp.
P.O. Box 435
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

RE: Consulting Services
Stewart’s Shop-Hoosick & 10th
110 Hoosick Street
City of Troy
Rensselaer County, New York
Our File: 17-C037

Dear Mr. Marshall,
Pursuant to your request, I made a brief inspection of the above referenced
property and surrounding vicinity on May 17, 2017. You (Mr. Marshall) provided a
proposed site plan which is attached. With reference to your attached email
(Mr. Marshall), the purpose of this letter is to provide my opinion as to any potential
diminution in value to certain nearby residential properties based on a proposed
redevelopment of the “Stewart’s Site” as detailed herein.
For purposes of
compliance to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, this report
should be considered as “consulting services” and its use is restricted to our client.

1

35 Colleen Road, C/o Troy, File No: 17-C033

Description of Current Stewart’s Site
This property is located on the southeast corner of Hoosick and 10th Streets
where there is a traffic light. Hoosick Street is six lanes in front of the subject with
an indicated daily traffic count of 28,947 vehicles.

Travelling east on Hoosick

Street past the subject, and at a higher grade, is Hudson River Commons, an
updated strip retail center anchored by Peebles Department Store, Family Dollar,
Big Lots, Starbucks, Sonic and Saratoga National Bank. Along 10th Street in the
nearby vicinity, there are a number of 1 and 2-family wood frame and some brick
dwellings, probably of late 1800’s to early 1900’s vintage.

Conditions vary

somewhat from building to building, some better maintained and with better curb
appeal than others. It is believed that many if not most residential units in this
vicinity are rentals as opposed to being owner-occupied.
The existing Stewart’s site is shown as .78 acres on municipal records and
.85 acres on your attached plan. City records indicate a building area of 2,280 SF
(which is believed to be in error) and your attached plan indicates a building
area of 3,484 SF which is assumed accurate. In addition to the store, there is a
blacktop parking area and two gas pumps.

2

110 Hoosick Street, C/o Troy, File No: 17-C037

Description of Proposed Changes
1. Stewart’s to acquire 294 Tenth Street (TM# 101.31-10-22). This is a 50 x 100’
interior parcel directly behind the existing Stewart’s site. The land is currently
improved with a late 1800’s brick 2-story 2-family dwelling. This site is zoned
HCD Hoosick Commercial District per data provided.
2. Stewart’s to acquire 288 Tenth Street (TM# 101.31-10-21). This is a 25 x 120’
parcel abutting a 25’ alleyway which accesses a 1-family wood frame
residence identified as 288.5 Tenth Street. This parcel is next door south of the
aforementioned 294 Tenth Street parcel also to be acquired by Stewart’s. The
site is improved with a wood frame and vinyl sided 2-story 2-family dwelling
estimated to date to the early 1900’s or thereabouts. This site is zoned R-2
Residential 2-Family per data provided.
3. Existing Stewart’s store and gasoline related improvements to be demolished.
4. Existing wood frame 2-family at 288 Tenth Street to be demolished.
5. Existing brick 2-family at 294 Tenth Street to be removed from foundation and
relocated next door to 288 Tenth Street. Per data which you (Mr. Marshall)
provided, the brick 2-family dwelling has some historic significance and
Stewart’s has therefore chosen to “salvage” this structure by moving it (#294)
to the abutting lot (#288).
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
3

110 Hoosick Street, C/o Troy, File No: 17-C037

Description of Proposed Changes
6. Redevelop the site consisting of 110 Hoosick Street (TM# 101.31-10-1) and 294
Tenth Street (TM# 101.31-10-22) totaling .97± acres. The proposal calls for a
new 3,317 SF Stewart’s store to be located to the rear of the parcel along
Tenth Street, mainly on the existing 294 Tenth Street parcel. The proposal also
calls for a new parking lot and 4 multi-brand gas pumps with a new canopy, all
as seen on the attached plan.

Opinion As to Diminution in Value of Nearby Properties
There is no way to “prove” a diminution in value or a lack thereof. In order
to do this, we would need to show sales of residential 1 and 2-family dwellings in
near duplicate proximity to the existing and proposed store in the same general
time line. This type of sales activity simply does not exist, and even if it did, it
would be effectively impossible to determine market oriented adjustments for
other factors which might influence value. With the preceding said, I note the
following:
1. Full value tax assessments for 1 – 3 family dwellings in the vicinity along Tenth
Street are generally in the roughly $90,000 - $110,000 range. Based on a brief
review of limited sales activity, this value range appears high relative to actual
sales.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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110 Hoosick Street, C/o Troy, File No: 17-C037

Opinion As to Diminution in Value of Nearby Properties (Cont’d)
2. The homes by the existing Stewart’s store are already in close proximity to
commercial influences.
3. The nearby single family home at 288.5 Tenth Street (TM# 101.31-10-2) is on a 25
x 80’ lot. This property is reportedly zoned HCD Hoosick Commercial District
and abuts the rear of the existing Stewart’s site, although the abutting land is
undeveloped and steeply inclining. This property (288.5 Tenth Street) includes
a 1,352 SF 1.5 story wood frame aluminum sided dwelling assessed full value at
$95,000. Again, most neighborhood properties appear to be assessed
somewhat above market value.
4. As previously mentioned, the majority of units in the immediate vicinity are
believed to be rentals. Anecdotally, the majority of properties that sell in this
vicinity are for rental purposes rather than owner-occupancy. I verified this
with two local real estate agents.

Based on the preceding factors and my general knowledge and
experience in appraising both residential and commercial real estate, it is my
opinion that there will be no diminution in value to nearby residential properties
(including 288.5 Tenth Street) as a result of the proposed redevelopment of the
“Stewart’s site” as detailed herein.

5

110 Hoosick Street, C/o Troy, File No: 17-C037

SUMMARY
I trust that this evaluation meets with your approval. Please contact me if
you have any further questions or comments.
Sincerely,
UPSTATE APPRAISAL SERVICES

Neil Cherkosly-License #46-13506
Certified General Appraiser
President

NC/ef
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110 Hoosick Street, C/o Troy, File No: 17-C037
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City of Troy, New York

Hoosick Street Phase II Corridor Plan

Introduction
Hoosick Street (NYS Route 7) is a major roadway
that traverses the City of Troy in an east to west
orientation. It is part of the city’s traditional grid of
streets, but it also serves as part of the Capital
District’s regional highway network. Alternate
Route 7, which links the Adirondack Northway (I87) with Interstate 787 on the west side of the
Hudson River, continues across the river on the
Collar City Bridge. The bridge rides over Hoosick
Street for several blocks across the narrow strip of
lowlands along the river at the western edge of the
City. As the City’s topography rises up from the
valley bottom the bridge ends abruptly at 8th Street.
Here the Interstate Highway System dumps onto
Hoosick Street - 43,000 vehicles per day (AADT)
travel past this intersection. Hoosick Street, now a multi-lane urban arterial, continues up the hill intersecting city
streets at regular block intervals.
$SFBUFTEFNBOEGPSVTF
Hoosick Street should be understood in both its local and regional contexts. Locally, Hoosick Street functions as
an urban street, a primary route from the Hudson River east to the City of Troy’s boundary with the Town of
Brunswick. It is one of the main corridors up the hill from the river valley bottom to neighborhoods on the
hillside overlooking downtown Troy and communities to the west. The road provides access to businesses,
homes, and institutions along its edge, and to neighborhoods to its north and south.
Hoosick Street also serves as a critical transportation route at the regional level. It provides access from the
Interstate Highway System to the City of Troy and to points east via the Collar City Bridge. Commuters from the
Town of Brunswick and other parts of eastern Rensselaer County use this route to travel to and from the heart of
the Capital District. It also serves as the primary transportation corridor to southern Vermont for those traveling
from the Capital District or points south and west of Albany.
As a result of the local and regional demands placed on this corridor, Hoosick Street is among the busiest sections
of road in the Capital District. Traffic volumes on Hoosick Street are comparable to those on Wolf Road in the
Town of Colonie. However a primary difference between these four-lane arterials is that Hoosick Street cuts
through a city, and through neighborhoods that predate its expanded role as a regional transportation corridor.
Wolf Road traverses land that was only developed in the last forty years. Development occurred on the open land
along Wolf Road in response to the construction of the Adirondack Northway (I-87). Generally speaking, Wolf
Road’s function is to provide vehicular access for the commercial land that adjoins it. Regional transportation is
served instead by the Northway.
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Hoosick Street must provide access to the parcels of land that adjoin it, and it must serve regional transportation
needs. There is a tension between these functions that has remained unresolved for Hoosick Street. As a result,
Hoosick Street and the land and neighborhoods that surround it have struggled. It does not perform well in any
context, and as a result it is viewed as a problem on many levels. It is a transportation problem due to periodic
problem
congestion and vehicular and pedestrian safety issues. Itt is a city and neighborhood pr
oblem because attempts to
improve its transportation function have made the street less hospitable to the people who live nearby. And it is a
city economic development problem because it under-performs in terms of business activity and property values,
and creates a bad image for the City of Troy. 6OEFSQFSGPSNJOHDPSSJEPSXJUIEFUSJNFOUBMJNQBDUUPQSPQFSUZWBMVF
These problems should not be a surprise. In the 1920’s, just as the nation’s early highway system was becoming a
greater concern to the growing number of motorists, there were some who recognized both the opportunity and
the danger in the future patterns of growth that might emerge in conjunction with an expanded highway system.
Benton MacKaye’s illustration promoting the ideal of “The Townless Highway and the Highwayless Town” is an
example of this perceptive thinking. In MacKaye’s view, both the community and the highway would be better
served if they remained apart. Unfortunately, this simple principle was repeatedly violated as highway
construction in America boomed during the second half of the 20th Century. Hoosick Street, like thousands of
other roads across the country, was improved as a highway arterial even as it traversed directly through city
blocks. The resulting “motor slum” (MacKaye’s words) is a nuisance for the motorist and the resident alike.

Sketch by Benton MacKaye (1929). Published in Randall Arendt’s Rural By Design: Maintaining Small Town
Character (1994), American Planning Association.

Of course, it is not likely that we can now separate Hoosick Street’s local and regional functions. For example,
construction of a bypass highway to southern Vermont is not a realistic option today even if it were desirable.
Hoosick Street itself could be turned over more completely to one or the other of its functions. We could, for
example, suggest that the highway be further “improved” for regional vehicular travel. Additional lanes could be
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Later in the year, Troy’s Citywide Economic Development Strategy and Implementation Plan (November 2000)
was completed. This report discussed the role of Hoosick Street in terms of increasing the retail sales capture
rate, and it recommended zoning and incentives to encourage the conversion of all of Hoosick Street’s frontage to
commercial and retail uses (encouraging redevelopment rather than residential conversions).

4BMFTSFDBQUVSFSBUFOFDFTTBSZGPSBMMPXJOHFYJTUJOHCVTJOFTTFTUPFYQBOE
Currently the City of Troy is developing a citywide comprehensive plan. At the same time it is preparing a major
rewrite of its zoning code in order to help implement the comprehensive plan. The Hoosick Street Phase II
Corridor Plan is intended to complement these efforts. However, given the current level of development interest
in certain areas of the Hoosick Street corridor, it might be even be reasonable to expedite the process of approving
this plan and implementing suggested zoning changes prior to completing the citywide effort.
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Project Approach

Hoosick Street Phase II Corridor Plan
Market – Land Use and Design – Transportation

Development of the plan began with an analysis of existing conditions in the corridor. This included land use,
zoning, environmental features, traffic and transportation, etc. Community perceptions of the corridor were
identified through a complete review of the Phase I Corridor Study, and were confirmed and expanded through
meetings with stakeholders and a public workshop held in May 2003.
The plan includes a market analysis and
Market Analysis
survey to determine the wants and needs of
the primary market segments in the corridor – Identify Market Segments
neighborhood residents and students, area Develop Customer Profiles
workers, and tourists. Understanding the Determine Wants & Needs
study area’s market potential is important to
Area
Workers
developing realistic ideas about future
development / redevelopment opportunities
along the Hoosick Street corridor. In addition
Transforming
to informing decisions about land use and
Hoosick
Street
physical development in the plan, the market
analysis can also serve as a guide for business
retention, expansion, and recruitment efforts
once the plan is adopted.
Tourists
*EFOUJGJFTSFEFWFMPQNFOUOFFET

Neighborhood
Residents &
Students

Built environment is
The land use and physical development plan
important but it must be
is coordinated with recommendations for
combined with ‘products’
transportation improvements to enhance rather
than further degrade the corridor. As the illustration below demonstrates, land use and transportation are closely
linked. By addressing these issues together, the City of Troy and the region can ensure that investments of time,
energy, and resources work toward complimentary ends. The approach advocated in this plan attempts to create a
symbiotic relationship between the proposed land use changes and the proposed transportation system
improvements.

From: “How to…Link Land Use and Transportation Planning” (2003)
Strafford Regional Planning Commission, Dover, New Hampshire
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Existing Conditions
Land Use, Zoning, and the Environmental Setting
Land use based on tax parcel data, zoning, and environmental features are illustrated on a series of maps that
follow this page. These maps were generated from existing data provided by the City of Troy and from other
public agencies.
Land Use - As would be expected for a corridor that has undergone such transition, Hoosick Street contains
virtually every major category of land use. There are numerous vacant parcels under the Collar City Bridge that
are generally used as parking for the Hedley Park Place and Flanagan Square buildings on River Street. A large
parcel on the southwest corner of Hoosick Street and 6th Avenue contains the Capital District Transportation
Authority’s (CDTA) bus facility, and is categorized as a public service use. Heading east from 8th Street for
several blocks, parcels fronting on Hoosick Street are mostly used for commercial purposes. The largest of these
is the site of Troy Plaza, an under-performing strip shopping center on the south side of Hoosick Street with its
entrance at 13th Street. Opposite
O
the entrance to the Troy Plaza is an entrance to the Seton Health System’s
Massry Center, categorized as a community service land use. East of the Troy Plaza to Burdett Street, a mixture
of commercial and residential land uses exists on both sides of Hoosick Street. Starting at Burdett Avenue, the
land use character of Hoosick Street changes. There are a few scattered commercial parcels between Burdett
Avenue and the Sycaway neighborhood at the top of the hill, but this area is primarily residential. Beginning at
25th Street there are large vacant parcels on both sides of Hoosick Street where the topography is steepest. Finally
at the top of the hill is the Sycaway neighborhood. Starting at Woodrow Court and Reid Avenue, community
service (school, church, temple) and commercial land uses dominate the Hoosick Street frontage to the City
boundary with the Town of Brunswick.

4IPXTDIBOHFJOUJNFT

To the north and south of Hoosick Street, land use is mostly residential. However, there are some noteworthy
exceptions. North of the Massry Center at 13th Street, the Seton Health System’s St. Mary’s Hospital and
associated facilities are located between Oakwood Avenue and 15th Street. South of Hoosick Street on 15th Street,
a mixed use, residential and neighborhood commercial area leads to the 260-acre campus of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute (RPI). Also south of Hoosick Street along Burdett Avenue is the Northeast Health System’s
Samaritan Hospital and associated facilities.
Zoning – Zoning along Hoosick Street falls into several categories. Most of the land from the Hudson River east
to almost Burdett Avenue falls into the B5 - Highway Commercial District. Exceptions include the Industrial
Zoning District that extends south from Hoosick Street along River Street; the B-3 Shopping Center Commercial
District that includes land on the south side of Hoosick Street from 10th Street to (and including) the Troy Plaza;
the R-3 Multiple Family Residential, Medium Density District which runs along the south side of Hoosick Street
from the Troy Plaza to 16th Street; and four parcels that are in the R-1 Single Family Residential, Detached
District on the north side of Hoosick Street just west of Lavin Court. East of Burdett Avenue, there are areas
zoned R-1 Single Family Residential, Detached and R-3 Multiple Family Residential, Medium Density. The
Institutional Zoning District (part of the RPI campus) extends to the south side of Hoosick Street across from 25th
Street. At the top of the hill, just west of Valley View Avenue, there are a few blocks of R-2 Two Family
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Residential on both sides of Hoosick Street. Finally, starting at Lee Avenue, a B-2 Community Commercial
District extends along both sides of Hoosick Street to the City Line.
When reviewing District Regulations in the City of Troy Zoning Code, it is important to look not only at the
allowed and specially permitted uses for each district, but also to consider the three dimensional impact of the
area and bulk standards that apply. For example, in the B-3 Shopping Center Commercial District, there are a
wide range of commercial uses that are allowed as-of-right or by special use permit. Whether the list of uses is
really inclusive of all the uses that might be appropriate in this area is an open question. What is equally
interesting, but more difficult to comprehend, is the effect of the dimensional requirements outlined in the
subsection called “lot characteristics.” The requirements for the B-3 District are as follows:
(1) Minimum lot area: 25,000 square feet.
(2) Minimum lot width along property line and at front building line: 150 feet.
(3) Minimum setbacks:
a. Front: 100 feet
b. Rear: 50 feet
c. Side: 50 feet each side.
(4) Maximum lot coverage: 35%.
It is important to realize that these standards require development in the B-3 Zoning District to be built in the
form of a large, suburban-style, strip shopping center. The large minimum lot area and minimum lot width
requirements create building lots that are much larger and wider than typical city lots. The large minimum front
setback forces the building far from the street and sidewalk and virtually ensures that all parking will be placed in
front of the building. This has a devastating impact on the pedestrian environment. And finally, the maximum lot
coverage creates much empty space between buildings, again negatively impacting the urban landscape.
The zoning district boundaries, the permitted and specially permitted uses, and the area and bulk standards for
each district will need to be amended following completion of this plan. Generally speaking, modern codes place
less emphasis on use and much more emphasis on design than did the earlier generation of zoning codes. Zoning
recommendations throughout this plan will reflect that trend.
Environmental Setting – The Hoosick Street area has been urbanized for several generations and, therefore,
remnants of its natural (pre-development) characteristics are no longer evident. For example, there are no
hydrologic features (streams, wetlands, ponds, etc.) in the corridor. The only floodplains in the corridor are those
between the Hudson River and River Street. The most evident environmental characteristic is the hillside on
which the corridor is built. Steep slopes exist in several areas and are the primary constraint to development. The
main topographic lines run parallel to the Hudson River, with steepest grade changes between 6th Avenue and 8th
Street, and 25th Street and Valley View Avenue. The geology off the corridor was not examined as part of this
study, but rock outcroppings along the roadway, especially on the north side of Hoosick Street between 10th Street
and 13th Street indicate that bedrock could be a constraint to development in areas.

1SPCMFNBUJDBTQFDUTUPEFWFMPQNFOU
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Market Study
A large residential, worker, and student population surrounds Hoosick Street, a heavily traveled road that carries
both local and long-distance traffic. While the Hoosick Street corridor is both highly visible and conveniently
located to serve a large and diverse customer base, it has suffered from the loss of the Price Chopper and Ames,
and its existing commercial development is overshadowed by vacancies and a substandard physical appearance.
Clearly, the built environment needs to be addressed, so the City undertook a physical plan, known as the Hoosick
Street Corridor Study, to improve the physical environment for both local users and the passers-by. However,
equally important is the “product.” In order to attract users, Hoosick Street must offer the product or products
most desired by the various market segments. With the right retail combination in place, along with an attractive
environment, Hoosick Street can become not only an attractive thoroughfare and gateway to Troy, but also an
economic force, keeping residential spending in the community and attracting others (including passers-by and
workers) to purchase in the City.

1BTTCZHFOFSBUJPOJTQFSUJFOUOUPPVSCVTJOFTTBOEUJFEUP*5&GJOEJOHT

This Market Analysis outlines consumer preferences and attitudes in the context of the multi-faceted user
population of Hoosick Street in order to identify emerging markets and latent demand and to help shape future
infill development.
Positioning Hoosick Street in the Commercial Landscape
Where does Hoosick Street fit into the regional retail landscape? The answer to this question will help to position
the district to meet the latent demand for retail product and environment. To respond to this question, the
following section examines the retail landscape of the region around Hoosick Street.
Retailing in the region is plentiful, and ranges from traditional downtown shopping to big box retailers and malls
throughout the Capital District. The closest competitive retail districts include downtown Troy, which offers a
variety of retail and dining options in a traditional downtown setting, and, further down Hoosick Street in the
Town of Brunswick, the Price Chopper/Wal-Mart Plaza. Unfortunately, the loss of Ames and Price Chopper in
the Troy Plaza coincided with the development of the Wal-Mart and Price Chopper further east on Hoosick Street.
These competing businesses make redevelopment of the Troy Plaza with similar “big box” retail outlets
challenging at best. From the perspective of the regional retail environment, it is clear that a new direction needs
to be developed. The opportunity for success on Hoosick Street is to leverage its assets, which include high
visibility and central location, to attract potential users to spend more time on the street. Furthermore,
development of Hoosick Street should create a welcoming retail environment that complements, rather than
duplicates, downtown Troy in environment and retail mix.
Developing the Vision
A market positioning statement, based on an understanding of the primary markets and trade areas of a retail
district, can be an effective tool in commercial district revitalization. Such a statement, which should summarize
the desired image of the district and its primary customers, can create a “brand” that informs future development
and investment in the district. It can be used to identify realistic opportunities for the district’s business
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Residential Demographics
The demographics of the primary trade area suggest a diverse population. The area contains both a higher
proportion of people with less than a 9th grade education and people with a graduate degree or better than New
Educational Attainment: 2002

35%
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Hoosick St.
Trade Area

25%
20%

City of Troy

15%
10%

New York
State
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professional
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degree

Some
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degree

High school
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9th to 12th
grade, no
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Less than
9th grade

0%

York State as a whole. Age is also somewhat polarized—the trade area and the city as a whole have a larger
percentage of young people (under 19) than the state, but also a larger percentage of elderly persons over the age
of 75. These variations are indicative of a diverse population, and can be explained by the mix of poor residential
neighborhoods characterized by both very young families and older residents aging in place, with a large student
Age Comparison: 2002
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population. This mixed population suggests demands for affordable everyday items and services for both the
poorer residential population and the students, for inexpensive eateries for students as well as residents,
and convenient medical and related services for the elderly population. Medical services are also appropriate
for the corridor because of the proximity to major medical centers. In addition, the unusually high education
attainment of a portion of the population suggests a market for computer and software stores, bookstores, and
the like.
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Both the primary trade area and the city share a tendency towards high mobility, as indicated by the large
proportion of the populations that have moved within the last five years. This suggests a lower than usual
demand for major household goods, but possibly a higher demand for inexpensive furnishings.
Year Householder Moved into Unit
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New York
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Over 10 years
ago

Another characteristic shared by the two populations is a relatively low access to cars. According to the 2000 US
Census, over one quarter of the households in the trade area did not have access to a single car, and less that 40
percent have two or more cars. This indicates that the populations are more reliant that usual on local stores
and services that can be accessed on foot or by public transportation, and emphasizes the demand for
everyday goods and services within easy access of neighborhoods. In addition, the lower car ownership rate
indicates a need to balance pedestrian and automobile use of the street.

$VSSFOUTJUFOPUDPOEVDJWFUPQFEFTUSJBOT
Income levels, not surprisingly, are low. The income levels in the Hoosick Street trade area are significantly lower
than in New York State and somewhat lower than in the City as a whole. In fact, the largest income cohort in the
trade area has a household income of under $15,000 a year. The low household incomes suggest that residents
create a limited demand for high-end products, but rather a need for affordable options in both retail and
services.
Household Income Comparison 2002
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Currently, the population is
declining, suggesting that there
is a real need to address the
problems in the area in order to
stem this population loss.
Improvements to the area,
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Population 1990 to 2007
Market Area
Hoosick St.
Trade Area
City of Troy
New York
State

1990
Population

2000
Change 1990
Population
- 2000

2002
Estimated

2007
Projected

Change 2000
- 2007

13,302

12,414

-6.7%

12,249

11,943

-2.5%

54,269

49,170

-9.4%

48,218

46,127

-4.3%

17,990,406

18,976,458

5.5%

19,021,134

19,208,844

1.0%

including new housing options
and more inviting commercial
districts, could make the
difference between a net loss
and gain of local population.

Population Change 2000 to 2007
New York State
City of Troy

Change
1990 2000

Hoosick St. Trade Area
-15.0%

-10.0%

-5.0%

Change
2000 2007

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

Other Customer Groups
Hoosick Street does not rely on residents and students alone. There are several major employers, including Seton
Health, Northeast Health and RPI, which bring about 5,000 employees to the vicinity—more than one-third the
total residential population of the trade area. In addition, there are nearly 30,000 vehicular trips on Hoosick Street
a day. Encouraging these drivers to stop on Hoosick Street for their retail and service needs, including fuel,
snacks, meals, newspapers, and the like, could significantly
f
increase the aggregate spending in the corridor.
Spending Power Analyses

&YQMJDJUMZEJTDVTTJOHUIFEFNBOEGPSFQYBOTJPO

Retail demand drives retail success; that is, the number and type of stores a trade area can support are directly
related to the level of demand for specific product types in that trade area. This section analyzes the demand for
consumer goods by store type in order to determine where there may be significant leakage of retail dollars
outside the trade area.
Leakage Analysis
The methodology used in the leakage analysis is as follows:




Retail sales data for different businesses in the trade area were sourced from Claritas, Inc.
Actual retail sales per household in different categories were calculated by dividing retail sales by total
number of households.

Typical expenditure per household in the Northeast was sourced from the Consumer Expenditure Survey,
Bureau of Labor statistics, and adjusted to reflect the average household income in the trade area.
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Retail Leakage Analysis, Selected Categories
Hoosick Street Trade Area

Business

Sales per Household
in Trade Area

Typical
expenditure/
Household

$22,434

$2,573

$19,861

$6,026,212

$3,188

$1,740

$1,448

$6,222,132

Grocery & other food at home
Eating out places
Alcoholic beverages
Clothing and accessories

Surplus
(Leakage)/
Household

Total Surplus
(Leakage)

$233

$292

($59)

($255,527)

$98

$2,584

($2,491)

($10,704,585)

Appliances

$23

$113

($90)

($384,647)

Books

$70

$128

($58)

($249,700)

Electronics and music

$140

$515

($376)

($1,615,062)

Drug stores

$303

$369

($67)

($287,299)

$0

$822

($822)

($3,532,390)

Gasoline

Capture Rate Analysis
Overall Capture Rate

Hoosick Street Trade Area
Spending Power ($millions)
Residents*
Workers**
RPI students and faculty***
Pass-through traffic****
Total
Actual Sales ($millions)
Total
Capture Rate
Actual Sales/Spending Power

$183.5
$12.9
$37
$93.4
$326.8

$96.4

29%

* Residential spending power calculated to be 33.5%, of the aggregate
income of all residents, based on the most recent Consumer Expenditure
Survey.
** Average annual expenditure of $2720.28 per worker. Source:
International Council of Shopping Centers
*** Average annual student and faculty expenditure of $5,171. Source:
Emory University
**** Typical expenditure per car trip $8.53. Source: University of
Wisconsin

While spending for the whole customer base (including
residents of trade areas, students, workers, and passthrough traffic) cannot be broken down by specific store
category as was done in the leakage analysis above, the
overall capture rate of spending power can be estimated
using available data.
For this analysis, we estimate the total spending power
of each of the four major customer groups and compare
the total spending power to the actual retail sales in the
trade area to obtain the capture rate. A capture rate of
100 percent is unrealistic, but a healthy commercial
district may capture as much as 75 to 80 percent of the
spending power in its primary trade area. As is
evidenced in the table at right, Hoosick Street has a
capture rate of only 29 percent. This emphasizes the
conclusion that there is room for additional retail
development in the Hoosick Street corridor.

The spending power of the various customer groups also provides an idea of each group’s relative impact on the
overall spending in the corridor. Residents make up the largest segment, thus suggesting that the retail and
service needs of this group should be the most prominent when developing a retail strategy for the
corridor. The second largest segment is the pass-through traffic. While there is no data as to the exact breakdown
of the pass-through traffic, the road is known as the most direct route from points south to skiing destinations in
Vermont, suggesting that the pass-through traffic includes a large number of long-distance travelers from New
Jersey and the New York City metropolitan area. These travelers, who are likely to have relatively high incomes,

/FFEMPUUIBUDBOBDDPNPEBUFCPUITFHNFOUTXIJDINFBOT
WFIJDMFBOEQFEFTUSBJOBDDPNPEBUJPO
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may be three or four hours into their trip by the time
they get the Hoosick Street, at which time they will
likely be ready to stop for gasoline, restrooms, and
possibly a meal. Thus, this customer group could
also factor prominently in planning for retail and
service development in the corridor.

Total Spending Power
Hoosick Street Cooridor

Passthrough
traffic

While local workers and RPI students and
faculty represent a smaller portion of the
spending power than the other groups, their
needs and interests should not be dismissed as
these groups diversify the customer base and
offer an additional source of income for retail
and service providers.

Residents
RPI

Workers

Survey Results

*NBHF4IPXJOH4FHNFOUTBOE/FFE

The analyses above demonstrate what the market can bear. In order to develop an idea of what the market wants
on Hoosick Street, three survey forms were prepared and distributed. One was mailed to a random sample of
1200+ residents selected from registered voters in the surrounding voting districts, one was distributed to students
at the Student Center at RPI, and one was distributed to employees of the major employers in the area through
their personnel offices. The survey was designed to gain insight into the way that the various market groups are
currently using the Hoosick Street corridor, and what type of commercial and residential development might be
appropriate.
Methodology
In total, 1,086 surveys were returned, including 347 resident surveys (a return rate of close to 30 percent), 575
worker surveys (a return rate of approximately 35 percent), and 164 RPI student surveys. Overall, the survey can
be considered a reliable snapshot of the opinions of members of potential user groups that are the most interested
in the future of Hoosick Street and thus are the most likely regular patrons of businesses on Hoosick Street. The
distribution methods were as follows:
x
x

The resident survey was mailed to a randomly selected list of registered voters from the voting districts
nearest the Hoosick Street corridor.
The student survey was distributed in the Student Union building during finals week. This is a popular
spot for studying, and therefore a healthy cross-section of students had the opportunity to fill out the
survey. While the self-selected group that took and returned the survey cannot be taken as a representative
sample of all RPI students, they do represent students who are interested in development on Hoosick
Street and possibly are those students most likely to utilize the street and surrounding
commercial/residential development.
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survey participants responded “interesting menu options,” suggesting that a variety of restaurants could thrive in
the district. About half the respondents overall said that they look for conveniently located restaurants, suggesting
that Hoosick Street’s central location is a strong factor in favor of locating restaurants on the corridor. Other
responses to the question asking what qualities people look for in restaurants can be used as a marketing tool to
attract appropriate restaurants to the corridor. For example, students prefer low prices while workers and residents
prefer high quality. This suggests that a mix of restaurants could thrive on Hoosick Street, with some
establishments geared towards the student population and the lower-income residential population
focusing on price, while others might offer more expensive dining options for workers and residents with a
focus on high quality.
According to the survey, there is a strong desire for a grocery store and department stores, suggesting that there is
a need for additional stores that offer basic merchandise. In addressing the demand for basic merchandise, the
following should be kept in mind:
x
x

The demand for quality
t and convenience in grocery shopping
The demand for convenience in shopping for other everyday needs.

0VS6TF

Survey results show that Hoosick Street is considered convenient, which, coupled with the fact that it is
heavily traveled, positions the corridor well to address the need for convenient shopping opportunities for
all customer groups.
The Troy Plaza may be able to attract
Q. What do you look for when shopping for the following?
another full-service grocery store to
replace the Price Chopper, but other
Name
Service in
brand Quality
store Convenience Other
Price
ways to meet the demand for food
Groceries
6%
31%
36%
4%
21%
2%
and other everyday shopping needs
Other everyday needs 5%
16%
39%
4%
34%
2%
should also be considered, especially
Clothing
7%
47%
30%
4%
6%
6%
since the overall market vision calls
Furniture/appliances
7%
53%
27%
4%
3%
6%
for an alternative to the typical
Gifts
4%
46%
26%
4%
11%
10%
highway strip development pattern.
Smaller specialty food stores such as a bagel store, bakery or health food store, along with stores offering other
everyday items, such as a drug store, dollar store, and the like, could address the desire for convenience shopping
as well or better than one or two large stores. In fact, small, specialty food stores may be a better choice for
Hoosick Street than a large grocery store as survey respondents indicated that they tend to look for
convenience and quality in addition to price when shopping for groceries. The existing Midland Farms meets
the demand for groceries at low prices, but smaller stores such bakeries and delis can bring a larger selection of
items needed most often closer to home, while at the same time offering better quality than one might find in a
large supermarket.
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Survey Respondents in Agreement with the Listed Statements

Businesses are open at convenient hours
The prices in stores are good
The prices in restaurants are good
The service in stores and restaurants is good
There is enough parking
It is convenient to drive there
The restaurants are good
The quality of the merchandise in stores is good
It is convenient to get there by bus
I feel safe from crime
It is convenient to walk there
It is safe to walk around the district
There are enough restaurants

Workers

There are enough stores

Students
Residents

The area is attractive
0%

Environment and Safety

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

8JUIPVUJNQSPWFNFOUTUPSFXJMMSFNBJOBTJT

Other than more businesses, it is clear that there is a desire for physical improvements on the corridor. The
lowest rated quality across all the groups surveyed was appearance—less than 10 percent of any of the groups
agreed with the statement that Hoosick Street is attractive. Physical improvements, ranging from attractive
landscaping, to better maintenance of streets and sidewalks, to benches and other amenities have the potential to
not only improve the appearance of the corridor, but also to address the personal safety concerns since a wellmaintained, attractive environment feels safer than one that seems neglected. Furthermore, physical enhancements
that calm traffic will make it safer for pedestrians to walk around the street and visit the services and businesses
that are there now or that will locate there as the street is improved.
Housing
The possibility of housing on and around the Hoosick Street corridor is one that was contemplated by the design
team, based on the premise that as the corridor improves and offers more appealing amenities; demand may
increase for convenient, centrally-located residential development. Conversely, additional high-quality residential
development within walking distance of the corridor has the potential to create a stronger, more loyal customer
base and thus generate more market demand for commercial development.
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Implementing the Vision
Economic Themes
The framework for success in the Hoosick Street corridor will be laid with the implementation of the physical
plan as described in the Hoosick Street Corridor Concept Plan. This framework will allow the city to bring in the
appropriate uses for the corridor as outlined in this market vision. Based on the market analysis herein, there are
opportunities to expand and promote the following economic themes in the Hoosick Street Corridor:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Convenience shopping and services, offering merchandise in a range of price points to address the
various needs of the multi-faceted customer groups as well as important services such as banks.
Convenient stores, restaurants and services geared towards the long-distance travelers passing
through on the way to and from Vermont.
Restaurants, offering family dining and quick meals, both eat in and take out, to appeal to pass-by
traffic and local workers (care should be taken not to compete with downtown Troy – that is, not to
look for fine dining and entertainment to locate on Hoosick Street)
Medical offices and related services, catering to the senior population in the area and building on the
presence of the major medical institutions.
Residential development, around and possibly even on Hoosick Street (above storefronts), which
could provide convenient housing options for older residents as well as local employees.
Lodging, which, like housing, could be located around or on Hoosick Street, to encourage students’
families and friends to stay close by, to offer overnight accommodations for long-distance travelers
(such as people heading to Vermont), and to allow local businesses to hold conferences in the area.

In effect, the implementation of these various pieces will create a brand for Hoosick Street – a distinctive role and
identity within the larger region that will attract people to the Corridor and create an excitement and energy to
surround it.
Redevelopment Strategy
As new businesses are identified as desirable additions to the Hoosick Street corridor, locations for these
businesses must be identified as well. With the exception of the Troy Plaza, the corridor is currently characterized
by relatively small lots in disparate ownership. The Troy Plaza itself has significant vacant space, but it does not
offer either the visual or the physical connection with the rest of the corridor that would create a strong, cohesive
identity and synergy for the corridor. As the redevelopment of the corridor moves forward, the following
guidelines will help to create commercial space with the characteristics needed to attract desirable retail tenants:
1.

The redevelopment of the Troy Plaza should be a priority. The Troy Plaza was an important retail
destination before it lost its two major tenants – Price Chopper and Ames – and it could be a
destination again. Reintroducing strong retail tenants into the Troy Plaza is of utmost importance
since the Plaza offers the only real opportunity to bring large-scale retail capable of drawing people to
the corridor. However, the current design of the Plaza cuts it off from the rest of the street. Therefore,
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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redeveloping the Troy Plaza to create a stronger physical and visual link to the rest of the corridor is
vital if it is to have a positive impact on commercial development elsewhere on the corridor.
Encourage the creation of larger properties than currently exist along the corridor in order to
provide opportunities for larger stores and restaurants to locate on Hoosick Street. This can be
accomplished using the following techniques:
a. As buildings and lots become available along Hoosick Street, encourage consolidation of
properties to create larger lots for redevelopment.
b. Where possible, combine parcels facing Hoosick Street with the parcels immediately behind to
create lots with more depth and thus more ability to provide off-street parking, rear access, and
larger retail footprints.
Protect adjoining residential neighborhoods from the impact of the increase in commercial
development that should be anticipated on Hoosick Street as a result of the redevelopment and
improvement of the corridor by encouraging or requiring wide planted buffers between the
commercial ground-floor uses facing Hoosick Street and the adjoining residential neighborhoods.
Consider zoning changes to limit ground floor uses to non-residential uses in order to maximize
the commercial space available and to move towards an unfragmented commercial street. Studies
have shown that 30 feet or more of vacant storefronts or other non-retail uses tend to make the
pedestrian turn back.
Consider providing technical or financial assistance to property owners and developers to assist
in the renovation of existing buildings or development of new buildings that will best meet the
needs of potential commercial tenants as well as enhance the appearance and function of the corridor.
Maintain an attractive street – In the short-term, simply clean the street and adjoining properties,
encourage property owners to maintain or upgrade properties, and use code enforcement powers. In
the long-term, consider establishing a Business Improvement District (BID) or other form of special
assessment district to provide and maintain amenities.

Business Recruitment
Bringing the retail vision to fruition requires a well-conceived and implemented business recruitment strategy to
re-tenant vacancies and bring in new businesses for infill locations. Such a strategy is vital to ensure that the
desired retail mix is attained.
An effective recruitment strategy includes the following elements:
1. Develop a location strategy. Obviously, businesses need to locate in a structure that will enable the
business owner to realize success. Square footage, access from the street, utilities, rent, and window
displays all contribute to success factors. The location decision also, where possible, relates to the cluster
retail strategy established for the district. The goal is to locate businesses with similar customers near
each other. This strategy, known as clustering, can dramatically increase sales.
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When the City of Troy completed its Phase I Hoosick Street Corridor Study in 2000, one of the concepts
examined was a Hoosick Street “Parkway Option” with a raised median between opposing traffic streams. A
raised median would provide a key component of a redevelopment initiative, with attractive plantings, enhanced
lighting and the informative signs.
This Phase II Study has reinforced and developed this concept in further detail. The parkway concept
recommended here retains four through lanes on Hoosick Street, as at present. Additional through lanes were
deemed incompatible with the redevelopment goals for the corridor and unnecessary to accommodate traffic. The
raised median narrows at intersections to provide left turn lanes, but still offers pedestrian crossing refuges outside
the traffic stream. Driveways on Hoosick Street are consolidated and eliminated to better manage access,
improving safety and capacity. The parkway concept is not primarily intended to improve capacity on Hoosick
Street, but careful analysis demonstrates that it will not negatively impact capacity. The parkway concept is
primarily an area revitalization and safety measure.
A raised median barrier eliminates many of traffic conflict points and potential accident situations. Left turn lanes
provide safe waiting areas for left turning vehicles out of through traffic stream. This decreases driver frustration
and delay, and increases safety. Based on prior NYSDOT safety projects, adding a flush median with left turn
lanes yields reductions of 40% for rear end accidents, 77% for left turn accidents, 52% for head-on and sideswipe
accidents; for raised medians, the improvement is probably greater. The median, even where it is reduced for left
turn lanes, will provide a refuge for pedestrians crossing the street. Pedestrians can cross each direction
separately, without waiting for a longer two-way gap in traffic. This is particularly important for the handicapped
and the increasing number of elderly in the community.
The recommended raised median will preclude left turns between intersections from and to driveways on Hoosick
Street, reducing thereby a number of dangerous conflict points. The median does affect access to adjacent
property; vehicles may have to go around the block in certain situations to enter or leave a driveway with a right
turn. The plan provides for access to the rear of many Hoosick Street parcels from shared driveways and rear
parking lots. Data show that right turn accidents increase with raised medians, possibly because left turns
converted into right turns, but these are relatively fewer in number. Turning traffic is handled more efficiently
and safely at intersections.
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Sub-area Recommendations:
Hudson River to 10th Street
Land Use and Urban Design
This sub-area actually consists of two
distinct circumstances: the western gateway
to Hoosick Street from the Collar City
Bridge, and the area under the bridge from
River Street to 6th Avenue.
The western gateway begins on the Collar
City Bridge itself. In order to send a signal
to motorists that they are leaving the
Interstate Highway System and arriving on a
city street, it is recommended that the
character of the roadway begin to change
starting several hundred feet west of 8th
Street. Working with the New York State
Department of Transportation (NYSDOT),
visual cues could be introduced on the
bridge structure including street trees in
planters along the shoulder and in decks that
span the gap between the two bridge sections
over Hoosick Street, narrowed travel lanes,
traffic calming strips in the roadway, special
pavement textures or colors, and speed limit signs. Alongside the bridge on the hillside between 6th Avenue and
8th Street, additional large trees could be planted to green-up and soften the view from the bridge.
Once the Collar City Bridge reaches 8th Street, the Hoosick Parkway would begin. The planted median between
8th and 9th Streets would be an appropriate location for a sign welcoming travelers to the City of Troy. Additional
gateway features that could be incorporated into this area include generous plantings along both sides of Hoosick
Street between 8th and 9th Street, and perhaps an architectural feature (statue or other form of public art) that is
duplicated on both the north and south side of the road. Plans for the historic Mullaney House on the north side of
Hoosick Street, and the small park proposed for land between the building and Hoosick Street are consistent with
this vision of the western gateway. Finally, the parcel of land on the southeast corner of Hoosick Street and 9th
Street is identified as the potential location for a “signature building.” This simply means that the corner is the
first development site at this end of Hoosick Street, and because of its high visibility it deserves a building with
outstanding architectural design. The building should be located close to the sidewalk edge with parking at the
rear, and its front door should be oriented to the corner.
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these early efforts will contribute toward the larger, long-term project. It will take several years to move
the longer-term reconstruction project through the appropriate funding channels, so efforts to do so must
also begin immediately.
A related role for the City as the transportation improvements are moved forward through detailed design
and construction will be to remain vigilant about the roadway design characteristics described in the plan.
Because this study did not involve actual survey measurements, dimensions shown on the various
graphics and discussed in the text are subject to change when more detailed information about the
roadway is developed. However, the City should be careful that engineering decisions for future
improvements along Hoosick Street do not compromise the urban design and the pedestrian safety and
comfort features of the plan in favor of the automobile. This tendency continues to exist in most major
roadway projects in New York State despite the NYS DOT’s increased emphasis on “context sensitive
design.” The suggestions for travel lane and turning lane widths, median widths, sidewalk widths, lane
adjustments, reduced turn-radii, and related features described in the plan were developed with the
assistance of professional transportation engineers. They were suggested specifically to balance the needs
of the various users of this road, and not always to the maximum advantage of vehicles driving through
the corridor. At all times acceptable highway standards were attained, but they were not optimized for
through travel. These decisions were deliberate and their intention should be preserved as the actual road
improvements move forward.
3.

Pro-actively encouraging the development and redevelopment of land along Hoosick Streett – Armed
with the plan, and the market study contained within, another role for the City should be to reach out to
the regional development community. The results of the market study indicate significant potential for
business expansion along Hoosick Street. The plan describes substantial development and redevelopment
of the area between 10th Street and Burdett Avenue in particular. Although some area developers may not
be familiar with the urban design characteristics desired for Hoosick Street (especially those whose work
has been primarily in suburban communities), they should be impressed with the intensity of development
envisioned. The plan strongly encourages dense, mixed-use development in the “commercial core”, and
therefore larger and potentially more lucrative projects than many developers might expect to be allowed
and encouraged here. There are several developers in the region that do have experience with these types
of projects. Specific sites such as the Troy Plaza offer tremendous opportunity, and the City should make
sure that there is awareness about these opportunities among the development community. It might be
appropriate to convene a meeting, or a series of meetings with regional developers to introduce them to
the community’s vision for Hoosick Street and to stimulate their interest in becoming part of the future of
this corridor.

4. Facilitating continued dialogue and cooperation between landowners, institutions, advocacy groups,
residents, and all other stakeholders in the Hoosick Street Corridor – City government cannot be
expected to accomplish Hoosick Street’s transformation by itself. Fortunately there are numerous
individuals, business owners, institutions, and organizations that are interested in the future of the City of
Troy generally, and Hoosick Street specifically. The City can continue to work with these individuals and
groups to promote the corridor improvements. It might even be appropriate to organize regular public
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ZB 2017-44

ADDRESS:

110 Hoosick Street
294 Tenth Street
288 Tenth Street

(HCD)
(HCD)
(R2)

APPLICANT:

Stewart's Shops Corporation P.O. Box 435, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
ZB 2017-44 Stewarts Shops request Area Variances for 110 Hoosick Street, 288 Tenth
Street, and 294 Tenth Street for parking, and several lot characteristics violations related to a
proposal to construct a new facility at 110 Hoosick Street and 294 Tenth Street and relocate a
building to 288 Tenth Street.
The applicant is reconfiguring many of their local shops according to their evolving business
plan. This particular Stewart’s redesign faces extra challenges that do not apply to most of their
other properties:
a) It is located in the Hoosick Street Overlay District, which contains stringent aesthetic
requirements that do not exist in other parts of Troy.
b) The proposed new Stewart’s building displaces an existing property with historical
aesthetic characteristics.
c) Its sloping topography and location next to a small cliff hinder expansion and
connections with the adjacent lot that are preferred in the Hoosick Street Overlay District.
This project requires 8 Area Variances:
1) 8 % lot coverage violates the 50 % minimum lot coverage requirement
(§ 28566.3.D.5)
2) A 143’ front building setback (north side) violates the 10’ maximum front building
setback requirement (§ 285-66.3.D.5)
3) A 21’ rear building setback (south side) violates the 45’ minimum rear building setback
requirement (§ 285-66.3.D.5)
4) A 35’ front canopy setback (north side) violates the 10’ maximum front setback
requirement (§ 285-66.3.D.5)
5) A 33’ front canopy setback (west side) violates the 10’ maximum front setback
requirement (§ 285-66.3.D.5)
6) 14 parking spaces violates the maximum requirement of 8 parking spaces (§ 285-66.3.F,
§ 285-66.4.C.3.b)
7) 14 parking spaces located in front of the building violates the requirement of no parking
spaces in front of the building
(§ 285-66.4.C.3.e)
8) The 163’ distance to the nearest gas station violates the minimum requirement of 1000’ to
the nearest gas station.
(§ 285-66.4.C.12.a)

APPROVALS NEEDED: AREA VARIANCES (Parking, Lot Characteristics)
Based on the information provided by the applicant there are no other zoning deficiencies or
violations.
SEQRA:
The applicant plans to perform significant demolition and construction on approximately half of
an acre.
Staff recommends that the Board find this proposal to be a TYPE II action, on the grounds that it
is commercial construction under 4000 square feet, with sufficient information available upon
which to make a determination that the project is not expected to cause significant environmental
impact.

